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Howie and Suzanne 

Goodman were valued 

members at Beth Judea until 

they decided to make aliyah 

in 2009. The Goodmans 

have agreed to provide us 

with a blog on their 

experiences as new olim in 

Israel. Though we continue 

to miss the Goodmans, we 

can all look forward to 

reading about their 

adventures in Israel through 

their blog.
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It is very difficult to make sense out of Russia's invasion of the Ukraine in early March 2022.

Was it not seen coming? Why is Israeli Prime Minister Bennett not willing to provide

sanctions as of March 10, 2022 on Russia and trying to remain neutral?

This view is different in the sense that Prime Minister Bennett of Israel has not, in early

March, come out with a total condemnation of Russia but rather has concentrated on the

suffering of the refugees that have fled the fighting. He has attempted to mediate the

situation by travelling, on Shabbat, to Moscow and then talking to Zelenskyy and going to

Germany. Israeli President Herzog has gone to Turkey and may be reopening political ties

with that country. There may be concern on Israel’s part the Syrian air situation. Russia has

given Israel certain air spaces in Syria to bomb targets that are associated with the arming

of groups by Iran. Part of this situation occurred because the United States basically

withdrew from Syria and opened it up to Russia.

How did we get to this situation? It is probably very difficult to mention just a few things, and

we don’t want to go into great detail, but first of all there were indications from President

Joe Biden that an incursion by Russia was going to happen and the US was not sure what

to do about it.

Then it became more of a situation where President Joe Biden was acting and talking with

real consternation and concern that it was going to happen and even the President of the

Ukraine Volodymyr Zelenskyy really wanted the tone to be reduced before the invasion

occurred.

The players in this conflict are the European Union and NATO and, of course, the United

States and Russia. There was not much of a sanction threat in the beginning, and then all

of a sudden in early March the Europeans and United States issued sanctions that were

greater than ever before in history.

.
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The ruble has lost value by over 30%, and the people of Russia are feeling the impact of the
sanctions being imposed worldwide upon them. The Russians went through a lot of chaos in the
1990’s after the ending of the Soviet Union. They were looking for a strong leader and along came
Putin.

Ukraine borders part of Russia and is a very large country. It has an abundance of natural
resources. Over half of the flour that is used in Israel comes from Ukraine. It also has the largest
nuclear power facility in Europe.

Putin describes the Ukraine as a Nazi type of country. It is very true that the history of the Ukraine
including Babi Yar in 1941 is one of antisemitism. In September of 1941 33,000 Jews were
slaughtered by the Nazis and Ukrainians.

Israel has over a million people from the former Soviet Union that moved to Israel in the 1990’s.
Amongst them are many from Ukraine. There are over 200,000 Jews in Ukraine and many are
Israeli citizens. 50,000 of them would qualify to make aliyah. Temporary housing, clothing, and
feeding large numbers of potential olim are being anticipated.

Putin has also painted the Ukrainian regime as populated with Nazi’s.

Is there any validity to these charges? To be sure, Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy is
Jewish. But as Germany’s Die Welt newspaper reported in 2020, Zelenskyy owes his election to
the support he received from Ukraine’s then-Minister of the Interior Arsten Avakov. Avakov, who
served under Zelenskyy until last July, has been the most powerful patron of Ukrainian Nazis since
the Maidan Revolution in 2014.

The Maidan Revolution brought down Ukraine’s pro-Russian President Viktor Yanukovych and is
widely viewed as having been a liberal revolution. But the truth is more complicated. The Maidan
Revolution would not have succeeded without the support of the Azov Battalion militia which is
about 900 neo Nazis. They do not claim Nazi allegiance but appear to be very white supremacist in
rhetoric.

“The Strategic Chessboard of Ukraine” is an interesting article by Caroline Glick, who is an
American born conservative columnist and Israeli citizen and member of the New Right Party.
https://madmimi.com/p/49bb931?pact=384584-166860700-10579272324-
1a5ae2d03aca598ffe48a719135ef161fb86befe

She begins by stating the following: “The war in Ukraine is the chessboard on which multiple
contests are unfolding. What happens in Ukraine will obviously determine the future of Russia-
Ukrainian relations. But, for Israel, it is where the U.S., NATO, and the EU, three cooperative but
separate powers, are making a strategic gambit that will have enormous implications for how
nations and blocs organize themselves in the coming years. China is watching for now from the
side, half embracing Russia, half distancing itself from Russia. And finally, Iran, Israel, and the
states of the Middle East have much to lose and gain from what is transpiring now on the
battlefields of Ukraine.”

While Putin is obviously the person responsible for the Russian Invasion, US President Joe Biden,
German Chancellor Olaf Sholz, and Sholz’s predecessor Angela Merkel are also culpable for
Putin’s decision to pull the trigger and invade. Biden effectively gave Putin a green light to invade
Ukraine when at a press conference he said NATO wouldn’t know how to respond if Russia carried
out a “minor incursion” in Ukraine.

https://madmimi.com/p/49bb931?pact=384584-166860700-10579272324-1a5ae2d03aca598ffe48a719135ef161fb86befe
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As for Germany, under both Scholz and Merkel, Germany has been Russia’s most steadfast
apologist. Germany adopted a hypocritical, ecologically insane energy policy that made
Germany and much of Europe dependent on Russia for their gas and oil, and all but ended
domestic German production of clean nuclear energy.

But suddenly, in early March, the situation was utterly transformed. The sanctions described to
be imposed have no real precedent. As mentioned before, the Russian people are the ones
being most affected, not Putin. If one believes some of the captured Russian troops, they
thought they were on a training exercise. This does not appear to be an angry army trying to
avenge some wrong. Eighty percent of the Russian soldiers are transcripts. In the first two
weeks, the Russian army has not carried out many successful missions.

President Biden finally announced March 8 that no imports to the USA of Russian oil would be
allowed. It isn’t morality that is pushing their buttons. So too, they wouldn’t be impoverishing the
Russian people to bring down Putin in the service of morally compromised Ukraine while letting
Russia dictate the terms of the nuclear negotiations with Iran in Vienna. Why wouldn’t the USA
ramp up oil and gas production? Instead it has been reported that pleas to Saudi Arabia and
Venezuela to step up their oil production are or will be occurring shortly. This has been denied
by the USA government.

What about the West’s continued collaboration with Russia regarding the nuclear agreement
talks with Iran that claim the sanctions the US and its allies are imposing on Russia are
morality-based?

Wednesday, March 2, 2022, former State Department official and Iran sanctions expert Gabriel
Noronha published a long post on Twitter where he reported the details of the nuclear deal that
the US is poised to conclude next week in Vienna with Iran. Noronha sourced his report to
career officials at the National Security Council, the State Department, and the European Union
who divulged the contents of the all-but-completed agreement to him in the hopes of getting
Congress to block Biden from moving forward before it is too late.

Noronha’s sources described a total collapse of all the USA positions, replete with a willingness
to abrogate all sanctions against Iranian leaders. Biden’s envoy Robert Malley reportedly has
agreed to remove Iran’s Revolutionary Guards Corps from the State Department’s list of foreign
terror groups. He has also agreed to remove weapons of mass destruction proliferators, and the
Iranian institutions that fund and conduct terror, WMD proliferation, repression, mass murder,
torture, and other crimes.

The sanctions relief that Biden is conceding will provide Iran with a cash injection of more than
$90 billion immediately after the deal is concluded and an additional $50 billion annually
through oil and gas revenues. The deal of course will also provide the Iranians with US and UN
legitimacy as they cross the nuclear finish line and begin producing nuclear warheads within
two and a half years. A sanctions regime against Iran that induced but a fraction of the pain in
the West’s financial war against Russia is unleashing would bring down the regime and free the
long-suffering Iranian people in short order. It would remove the greatest and most dangerous
force of instability, terror, war, and nuclear proliferation in the Middle East. Instead of doing so,
Biden has been obsessed with reaching a nuclear deal with the mullahs, regardless of its
provisions, since the moment he was sworn in. The Europeans, for their part, have waged a 20-
year campaign to protect Iran and its nuclear program from Israel and the US.
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Morality is not the only thing lacking from the West’s unprecedented efforts to break the Russian
economy. Strategic rationale is also hard to discern.

Caroline Glick goes on:

“To be sure, Israel is not Russia. And the Palestinians and Iran are not Ukraine. Whereas there is
a strong case to be made against Russia and for Ukraine, there is no strategic rationale nor moral
justification for the hostility that the EU and the progressive left in the US demonstrate towards
Israel. There is no strategic rationale nor moral justification for their support for the Palestinians or
for the Iranian regime, who both pledge Israel’s destruction.”

It must be noted that Israel is predominantly right of center in their politics. Likud controlled the
Knesset for many years, and even the current coalition has right wing members and Bennett is
right of center.

Caroline Glick continues: “There is an antisemitic explanation for the West’s positions. And there is
a policy-by-herd explanation for their positions.

Some may remember the Cuban Missile Crisis and the USA and the then Soviet Union almost
went to war over the possibility of Russian nuclear missiles in Cuba. Putin, right or wrong, sees the
same issue if Ukraine becomes part of NATO as Poland has joined.

‘If the West’s financial total war against Russia is successful, it is a foregone conclusion that it will
rapidly be adopted as a standard operating procedure. There are many leaders in the Western
herd who love to try it out on Israel according to some pundits. As a consequence, Israel must be
concerned that the next time its enemies start a war against it, those voices in the herd will rise to
call to turn their new weapon against the Jewish state.”

If Russia is financially ruined, how will its people feel about the West? We must remember history
and what occurred with the Versailles Peace Treaty. We do not know what is totally behind Prime
Minister Bennett’s neutrality not on condemnation, but on sanctions. Zelenskyy asked to speak to
the Knesset but was offered a “zoom chat”. Time will tell.

Let it be clear that we do not condone what Russia is doing. It is savage and deplorable. We know
of friends who have families living in Ukraine. Our prayers are with all of them. We talked to a
family member whose mother lives in Russia. She talks to her daily, and her mother is frightened.
Russia has cut off all sources of news except the government’s, and she feels as if the “Iron
Curtain” is coming down once more if any of us remember that term. Israel is ramping up its ability
to clothe, house, and protect refugees who seek asylum in Israel. The USA, however, must not
take its eye off of an even bigger threat and that being China.

Just before the traditional Pesach Knesset break, it is important to look at the coalition and its
achievements. In a past newsletter, we discussed a pending bill regarding the citizenship law. It
was passed into law March 10th. It will only be good for one year and then would have to be
renewed. It applies to Israelis of any nationality who marry a foreign resident. That spouse will not
receive citizenship

The term limits bill for prime ministers is to be a maximum of eight years but isn’t retroactive to
Netanyahu and will not appear again until the new session around May 9th.
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The conversion reform bill which seeks to pull all conversions away from the Chief Rabbinate by
allowing regional and municipal rabbinical courts to become involved is stalled. The Ra’am Arab
Israeli party withdrew its 4 votes claiming once again not willing to participate in Jewish religious
issues as long as the Jews do not get involved in Islam matters. The press views the coalition as
stumbling into recess in early April with these important pieces of legislation in doubt.

In less than a month from early March begins the Muslim Holiday of Ramadan. It is a month of
fasting and prayer and reflection. Ramadan requires complete fasting that includes no liquids
from dawn to dusk every day for thirty days.

A number of terrorist groups have called for more attacks on Israel during this period. Some feel
they must do something to bring the Palestinian Issue back into the focus of the world after the
Ukraine-Russia war. There had been Amnesty International’s declaration that Israel is an
apartheid state. Everything will be done to display Israel as the aggressors, and this could cause
serious ramifications starting in early April.

We recently took a little break and went to Jerusalem. At the end of the year we discovered that
we had vacation time that was unused due to corona limitations. So we took advantage of some
of the unused points and reserved a week at Jerusalem Gold Hotel in Jerusalem. We drove up
on a Sunday afternoon and just stayed a couple days. The room was small but very clean and it
had all the necessary amenities. The best thing about the place was that it was located across
from the new light rail, the new fast rail train station and it was next to the Central Bus Station.

One day we took the light rail to a stop near the Old City and visited the Tower of David. We
enjoyed lunch at the upscale Alrov Mamilla Mall which is near the Jaffa Gate. The mall has a
2,000 foot pedestrian promenade lined by 140 stores, restaurants, and cafes. The Tower of
David is currently undergoing renovation of exhibits. They are still having the evening light shows
which we have been to several times, but the other parts of the museum are now closed. It is still
a somewhat overwhelming experience to visit the tower.

If you visit Jerusalem The Israel Museum is a must see. There is so much to see currently at the
museum. You can visit exhibits on Divine food, Abstract art, Market Day in Europe, works by
Dani Karavan, Painted eggs by Hilla Havkin, Islamic art, Gold & gemstones, and works by
Jasper Johns. https://www.imj.org.il/en/current-exhibitions.

The Light Rail began operating at the end of 2011 after ten

years in the making and a great deal of disruption to

business and life in the city center. The Jerusalem Chords

Bridge near the Central Bus Station was built especially for

the light rail and is now a major landmark. There are plans

to extend the line to Neve Yaacov in the north and to

Hadassah Hospital Ein Kerem in the west. This electric

train runs across Jerusalem every twelve minutes. There

are electronic boards at the stations which are

continuously updated in English, Hebrew, and Arabic.

When we were using the light rail we used an app called

Movit on our phones. This app will tell you how many stops

until your destination and when to get off. The train is very

handicap accessible with a level surface to enter and there

is space to put wheelchairs. It is an incredible improvement

to buses.

https://www.imj.org.il/en/current-exhibitions
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In September of 2018, the fast train began operating
between Jerusalem and Tel Aviv. Previously the trip
took several hours, and now it can be traveled in thirty
minutes. One could easily make the trip from the Ben
Gurion airport to Jerusalem with no hassle. Upon arrival
at the Jerusalem station, there are taxis that can take
you to your hotel. The cost of the fast train ticket from
Jerusalem to Tel Aviv is 30 shekels or only ten dollars.
The Jerusalem’s Yizhak Navon station is one of the
deepest train stations in the world. According to
Wikipedia, it’s the world’s deepest heavy rail passenger
station and the fourth deepest underground train station
in the world. The first part of the ride is through tunnels
and then through scenic landscape until it reaches Tel
Aviv. Since we had never ridden on this fast train we
took a little tiyul (trip) and went to Tel Aviv, had lunch at
the station, and zipped back to Jerusalem. As shown in
the pictures, the trains are very modern and clean.

Fast Train

Rav Kav is a new travel card in Israel. It is an electronic magnetic reloadable smart card which can

be used on all public transportation. It can be purchased at the central bus stations and replaces

all public transportation tickets. It can be recharged at ticket booths, shops, and stations. Citizens

purchase individual Rav Kav cards, which give special rates, However, the cards can be

purchased by tourists. It eliminates buying tickets and is just swiped at the station or on the train.

The Central Bus Station is Jerusalem is a hub of activity. It gives a true picture of the

demographics of Israel. One will see all the sects of Judaism with their different garb. There are

many soldiers using buses to get to and from their posts. And the buses are used by all the

different ethnic cultures of Israel. The bus station has food courts and lots of shops. Before we

made aliyah, we traveled by bus from Eilat at the southern tip of the state to Malkia at the

Lebanese border. One can travel anywhere in Israel by bus.

Attached is a you tube session that has a discussion about Arab Israeli relations in Israel that you

may find interesting. While we have been labeled an apartheid country, the Arabs include 14

members of Parliament, 9% of judges (one in the Supreme Court), 26% of undergraduates, 1,500

Muslim IDF volunteers, and the captain of the Israeli soccer team. NIS 30 billion is budgeted for

Arab sector development. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W-DkHEKr3L4

A new Mediterranean nature reserve is being created. Israel has established the Evtach Marine

Reserve, a protected offshore nature reserve, between Ashdod and Ashkelon. The site is 10km

wide and extends 7km out to sea. Its purpose is to protect 700 species, including dolphins, rays,

and flying fish.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W-DkHEKr3L4
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Suzanne and Howie

We hope you enjoy this installment from the 
Goodmans, who have graciously agreed to blog 
for our congregation their experiences as Olim in 
Israel. If there are specific topics that you are 
interested in hearing about of if you just want to 
stay in touch with Howie and Suzanne, you can 
reach them at: HOWIEG@aol.com

-The opinions expressed are those of the authors and

may not represent those Congregation Beth Judea- ed.

Have a wonderful Pesach. Hopefully, families will be gathering once more and “Next Year in

Jerusalem” will be a reality.

mailto:HOWIEG@aol.com

